Abstract. In 1980, Han 6] described a nitely terminating algorithm for solving a system Ax b of linear inequalities in a least squares sense. The algorithm uses a singular value decomposition of a submatrix of A on each iteration, making it impractical for all but the smallest problems.
1. Introduction. Let A 2 < m n be an arbitrary real matrix, and let b 2 < m a given vector. A familiar problem in computational linear algebra is to solve the system Ax = b in a least squares sense; that is, to nd an x minimizing jjAx ? bjj. Here and throughout this paper, k k refers to the two-norm. Such an x solves the normal equations A T (Ax ? b) = 0, and the optimal residual r = b ? Ax is unique (although x need not be). The least squares problem is usually interpreted as corresponding to multiple observations, represented by the rows of A and b, on a vector of data x. The observations may be inconsistent, and in this case a solution is sought that minimizes the norm of the residuals. More information about linear least squares problems and solution techniques can be found in 9, 14, 4] . A less familiar problem to numerical linear algebraists is to solve systems of linear inequalities Ax b in a least squares sense, but the motivation is similar: if a set of observations places upper or lower bounds on linear combinations of variables, we want to nd x minimizing jj(Ax ? b) + jj, where the i th component of the vector v + is the maximum of zero and the i th component of v. However, potential applications extend beyond simple data analysis, and include linear separability problems. That application requires nding a hyperplane that best separates two point sets; when the two sets are not linearly separable, a hyperplane that correctly separates the largest number of points is desired. Although an L 1 norm formulation using linear programming seems more natural for this problem, the L 2 norm formulation described here provides comparable solutions. When the system Ax b is consistent, that is, when a solution exists that satis es all the inequalities, then phase I of any standard linear programming method can nd it. Futhermore when the system is not consistent, linear programming can identify that case, but does not directly provide an \optimal" solution. Other methods developed for solving linear inequalities include an unusual algorithm by Stewart 13] , which de nes a function that diverges in a direction that converges to a solution of the inequalities; if no solution exists, the function converges to a unique minimum. One way of solving the problem is to state it as the quadratic programming problem in (x; z) (QP) = ( min 1 2 z T z subject to Ax ? b z (1) However, there are serious numerical di culties with solving a quadratic programming problem that has a singular objective function; furthermore, most methods require an active set strategy that can be di cult to implement, particularly when it is necessary to decide which entries to drop from the active set. The analogue of an active set for the algorithm described in this paper is automatically determined without di cult decisions of when to drop a constraint. In particular, the numerical determination of the active set consists of a test against zero, without the need to introduce machine or problem dependent tolerances. The only algorithm speci cally designed for solving arbitrary systems of linear inequalities in a least squares sense was developed by S.{P. Han 6] . That algorithm requires nding the minimum norm least squares (equality) solution to systems A I x = b I , where A I is a submatrix of A consisting of some rows of A. This implies that a singular value decomposition or a complete orthogonal decomposition of A I is required on every iteration. Both of these decompositions are relatively expensive to compute, and there currently are no e ective update/downdate methods that allow the reuse of work performed on a previous iteration. This paper will show that a minor modi cation of Han's algorithm allows an implementation using a QR factorization with column pivoting instead, and both the robustness and nite termination of Han's algorithm are retained. Section 2 of this paper de nes notation and reviews some basic properties of least squares solutions for linear inequalities, most of which can be found in 6]. Section 3 outlines Han's algorithm and Section 4 presents and validates the minor change in the convergence proof that allows QR with column pivoting to be used. Section 5 gives implementation details and testing results. As an illustration of how the algorithm can be used in an application area, Sections 6 and 7 examine the linear separability problem. Linear separability problems start with two sets of experimental data points, where the points in one set have a certain property and points in the other do not. A hyperplane that best separates the two point sets is found and then used to classify future data points as having or not having the relevant property.
2. Basics of systems of linear inequalities. This Section summarizes some fundamental properties of linear inequalities from Han's technical report, and proofs of the results can be found in 6]. Let A 2 < m n be an arbitrary real matrix, and let b 2 < m be a given vector. No relation is assumed between m and n, and the matrix A can be rank-de cient, ill-conditioned, or even the zero matrix. Let the rows of A be denoted a T i , i = 1; : : : ; m. We want to nd an x 2 < n solving the system Ax b (2) in some sense. System (2) 
Analogous to the linear equality case, we can also de ne the (necessarily unique) x of minimum norm that solves x = argmin k(Ax ? b) + k, but the method analyzed here does not provide a minimum norm solution. For example when m < n and A is full{rank, the method nds one of the in nite number of possible solutions, but which one depends on the starting point. Also, the function f(x) is convex, continuously di erentiable, and piecewise quadratic. Di erentiating gives the analogue of the normal equations: depend on k also, but for clarity, we omit the k when examining a single step of the algorithm. The exact line search for is computationally reasonable, since ( ) = f(x k + d k ) is piecewise quadratic, convex, and continuous; we can simply search through the knot points to isolate an interval on which ( ) is quadratic, then interpolate. Numerical testing shows that the algorithm is in fact sensitive to the line search procedure, and it is worthwhile to consider other methods. The fundamental result Han established about this algorithm is that it converges in a nite number of steps to some minimizer of (3). The proof relies on the following properties, which are readily veri ed: (4) where R 1 is r r, upper triangular, and invertible, and R 2 is r n ? r. Let y svd be the minimum norm least squares solution to the problem: minimize kGy ? fk, let , and let C R = maxfC I g, where the maximum is taken over all possible index sets I.
Since the number of such index sets is nite, C R is well-de ned. The result follows immediately from the last Theorem. We now prove the main convergence result needed: 
Substituting this value of in (8) 
Since the stepsize is chosen by an exact line search,
The last inequality holds for all iterations, and since f(x k ) is monotone decreasing and bounded below by zero,
is a nite sum, so A I k d k ! 0 as k ! 1 and hence rf(x k ) = ?A T I k A I k d k ! 0 as k ! 1.
The rest of Han's proofs, which are not reproduced here, still apply to the modi ed algorithm, since they only rely on A I d, not d. His arguments in particular show that of the two alternatives in Theorem 4.3, the second alternative (equation (6)) cannot occur. It is worthwhile to compare those results with related ones. As early as 1965, Katznelson 8] is nonsingular for all index sets I. The key idea is that within each polyhedral set the function is quadratic, and so if the k th iterate lands in the polyhedral set containing the (necessarily unique) minimum, Newton's iteration converges in one step. Since there are a nite number of such polyhedral sets, it is a matter of showing that if an in nite number of the iterates lie in a single polyhedral set, they must converge to a point in the set. The unicity of solutions to r (x)d = ? allows this by assuring that the iterates remain bounded. Han's method applies a Gauss{Newton approach to the same problem, and restricts the choice of search directions d k to minimum norm solutions, in order to have zero growth in the null space component of A I k . The key idea used in this paper is that some growth in that null space is allowed, provided that it is uniformly bounded over all of the polyhedral sets, that is, over all choices of index set I. This result is important because it allows applying the algorithm to large systems, and the recent development of e cient and reliable orthogonal factorization methods for sparse systems allows it to be applied to the kind of systems that frequently arise in applications. Furthermore, methods for computing QR factorization with some form of pivoting on parallel machines allow implementation on modern high performance computers.
Numerical Characteristics of the Algorithm. This Section summarizes
results of numerical testing, and further details can be found in 2]. The algorithm has been implemented in Matlab 1 , with four ways of generating search directions: the singular value decomposition (SVD), a complete orthogonal factorization (COF), QR factorization with column pivoting (QR), and QR factorization with updating and downdating of the factors (UD), which is used only when it is numerically safe. The implementation de nes the active set exactly as given in Algorithm 3.1. By contrast, active set strategies in quadratic programming methods for (1) involve tolerances and can require numerical determination of ranks of submatrices. The number of iterations required is sensitive to the line search, since stopping short or overshooting a hyperplane boundary gives a di erent index set. Two line search methods are tested: a search through the knot points for the piecewise quadratic linesearch function followed by quadratic interpolation, and a binary search method. Table 1 shows the mean ratios of ops and iterations for 200 random problems of orders 80 40, 40 80, and 400 15. The ops computed are the total ops required, not just those in nding the search direction or performing the line search. The third and fourth columns compare using a SVD to using QR with column pivoting, and show that for all problem sizes SVD is signi cantly more expensive, even though fewer iterations are required by SVD, especially for 40 80 problem size. This makes intuitive sense, because in this case many of the submatrices A I don't have full column rank. Finding the search direction via QR with column pivoting can introduce components from the null space of A I , components that may have to be removed by later iterations when the index set changes, and which can introduce numerical instability. However, even when requiring 3 times more iterations, the QR{based method takes fewer ops; less than one tenth as many in some cases. The fth and sixth columns show the ratios when QR with column pivoting is used, but this time comparing the two line search methods. This shows that the two methods are close in cost, but for overdetermined problems binary search is slightly cheaper. Because binary search is easily coded and evaluating the line search function at a given point requires only the computationally inexpensive task of forming matrix{vector products with A, this suggests it is the preferred method. Table 2 compares the number of ops for four search direction methods, COF, SVD, QR and UD. The ratios of the rst three to the last one are given, since UD was found to most often be the most e cient method for overdetermined problems. Although the average cost of COF for underdetermined problems is slightly more than for UD, the geometric mean of 0.94 shows that COF is cheaper for a larger of problems. In this case the subproblems tend to have a large null space for A I , and eliminating that component as COF does signi cantly reduces the number of iterations. So although on a given iteration COF is more expensive, its overall cost can be reduced. The conclusions from these experiments are that using a binary line search method is cheaper than a quadratic interpolation as often as not, and altering the algorithm to select the search direction with a QR factorization is an important improvement for the m n case. When n m and the extra freedom introduced in null(A I ) could potentially cause numerical di culties, COF is preferred. Figure 1 shows the maximum iterations needed for random problems with varying m and n. In all cases no more than 1 + max(m; n) iterations were needed, and the largest number of iterations occurs when m 2n, which may be from having twice as many halfspaces as variables, and so nding the correct index set takes several steps. When m 2n, few iterations are needed, since there are generally enough active rows to give an impetus in the directions imposed by rows not currently active, but which are active at the solution. Finally, when m < n, only 1{3 iterations are required, since the number of degrees of freedom exceeds the number of \constraints" imposed by the system.
6. Application to the linear separability problem. The linear separability problem is the one of nding a best hyperplane that separates two point sets A and B in < n . Let A and B have m and k points, respectively, and let A and B be matrices with rows giving the coordinates of the points in A and B. We want to nd w 2 < n and a scalar so that Aw e m and Bw > e k , where e i 2 < i is a vector of all ones. Clearly not all sets A and B can be separated by a hyperplane, so we want to nd a hyperplane that is optimal by having fewest points incorrectly classi ed as belonging to A or B. This can be approximated as the least squares inequality problem Aw ? e m ?e m
?Bw + e k ?e k e k + z e k , and y; z 0. The normalization of terms of the objective function by 1=m and 1=k assures that nontrivial solutions (w; ) exist. A similar result holds for the least squares formulation (15): It is easy to check condition (17) before beginning computations, and perturbing any entry of G will avoid the trivial solution. By contrast, in the L 1 norm minimizing method of 1], only the objective function for the linear program needs scaling. However, that formulation only guarantees that nontrivial solutions exist, but it does not assure that a linear programming program will nd such a nontrivial solution. In any case, the condition in (17) has so far only occured in arti cially created problems. In testing the linear programming and least squares methods, after (w; ) are found a secondary minimization on is performed to improve the solution. The next proposition shows that the inequality least squares problem will translate the separating hyperplane to where the sum of residual violations is balanced; this is not a criterion of the original linear separability problem, and is the reason we follow the iterations with the secondary minimization. ; (25) which is the statement of the proposition. The one-dimensional minimization is easily carried out by searching through the knot points de ned by i = a T i w and j = b T j w and adds little to the overall computation costs. This usually improves the solution by a few data points for two-dimensional test problems, but is much less e ective for higher dimensional problems. Intuitively, in the two-dimensional case minimizing on varies one third of the variables, while for a 9 or 13 dimensional problem, only one tenth or fourteenth of the variables are being changed.
7. Performance on Test Databases. The linear separability methods have been tested on the Wisconsin Breast Cancer and Cleveland Heart Disease Databases 3] . Here the goal is to provide a linear predictor that can be used to distinguish between benign and malignant tumors in the rst data base, and patients at risk or not at risk of heart attack in the second data base. Both data sets are available from the University of California{Irvine Repository Of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories 2 . The rst data set consists of 551 points, 346 from set A (corresponding to benign tumors) and 205 from set B (corresponding to malignant tumors). Each data point has 9 components, corresponding to experimental measurements. The second data set consists of 297 points, 137 from set A (corresponding to a negative diagnosis) and 160 from set B (corresponding to a positive diagnosis). We discarded data samples that had missing measurements. As in 1], the data was divided randomly into a training group consisting of 2/3 of the data points, and a testing group consisting of the remaining 1/3 of the data. The best separating hyperplane was found by applying the inequality least squares solver using the training group of data, and then the e ectiveness of the hyperplane was tested on the remaining testing group of data. This was repeated ten times, with di erent partitionings into training and testing sets. For the rst data set, the inequality solver required 7 or 8 iterations each time and spent an average of 92% of its ops in nding the search direction. For the second data set, 5 or 6 iterations were needed each time and an average of 95% of the ops were spent in nding the search direction. Table 3 shows the results both with and without the secondary minimization on , along with similar results from 1]. The results are not strictly comparable since that work used 566 data points from the Wisconsin Cancer Database and 197 data points from the Cleveland Heart Disease Database, but the comparison suggests that the inequality least squares method provides a solution similar to that of a linear programming method. This is unexpected because the two{norm solution given by inequality least squares can heavily weight outlying data points while the one{norm solution given by the linear programming method weights outlying data points less. However, these results show that for realistic problems the inequality least squares solution is qualitatively competitive.
8. Summary and Future Work. A computationally e cient implementation of Han's algorithm for solving linear inequalities in a least squares sense has been presented, and has been shown convergent by minor modi cations to his convergence proofs. The e ectiveness of this change in the algorithm's implementation has been demonstrated, and it has been tested on randomly generated and linear separability problems. The results indicate that with the new implementation, this linear inequalities solution method is a worthwhile addition to a computational scientist's toolkit. Current work includes applying this method to the graph partitioning problem for parallel computing (see 7] for a survey of this problem and solution methods). This works in phases: given a graph corresponding to a physical mesh, rst nd the \deep-est" set of nodes by a breadth rst search from the boundary nodes. Two nodes that are furthest apart in the deepest set are selected as initial A and B points, and the sets are grown outwards using a constrained breadth rst search. A separating hyperplane is then found to better de ne those sets, followed possibly by a few steps of simulated annealing to further improve the partitioning. This avoids nding eigenvalues or singular values of the Laplacian of a sparse matrix, and uses only fast graph algorithms and a relatively low cost linear inequality solve. The most interesting work remaining is a proof of convergence within max(m; n) + 1 iterations, or a counterexample. Since QR factorization with column pivoting takes O(mn 2 ) work in the dense case, this would provide a polynomial upper bound on the algorithm. A linear programming problem can be stated as a system of inequalities 6], so this algorithm would be another polynomial method for linear programming. Furthermore, the subproblems generated by the inequality least squares algorithm have condition numbers no worse than that of the original data, since at each step a decomposition is performed on a submatrix of A (condition number for least squares problems is de ned as the ratio of largest to smallest nonzero singular values). Interior point methods for linear programming have subproblems that become increasingly ill-conditioned as the iterates converge. So if the conjectured upper bound on the number of iterations holds, this algorithm provides a numerically stable polynomial time algorithm for linear programming. Table 3 Percent of Incorrectly Classi ed Points For Two Databases
